Project Case Study

Silsoe Lower School
Silsoe, Bedfordshire

Silsoe Lower School recently underwent a huge
expansion and relocation to a new site, this
was a time sensitive project due to the
upcoming school term
Silsoe School is a Church of England
voluntary controlled school. This
essentially means the school has a
close working relationship with their
local church. This relationship has a
huge emphasis on the school's
approach to how they educate their
students, in that they believe in
installing certain values into their
pupils, helping them to be more
caring, responsible and positive in
general.
For this project, Roofglaze and DT
Architects worked in collaboration to
provide Silsoe School with the
perfect glazing solution. The
solution's provided to Silsoe School

involved installing five bespoke
'semi-circular shaped' Flatglass
Rooflights along the main corridor
of the school.
The first glazing unit provided to
Silsoe School involved a 'leafshaped' design, which consisted of
four shaped glass panels. This unit
was set to a 3o pitch to help with
water drainage while effectively
using their available natural light to
its full potential. The unit was
designed to fit a builder's kerb with
a span measuring 2837mm and a
length of 4125mm, positioned at
the far end of Silsoe’s reception
area.
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The second rooflight designed and
installed by Roofglaze was an
Elliptical Flatglass Rooflight, also set
at a 3o pitch. However, this specific
rooflight was designed for a
builder's kerb with a span of
2855mm and a length of 4285mm.
The rooflight consisted of four
shaped panels linked by a typical
glazing bar connection, to maximise
the area of uncovered glazing thus
improving their light ingress.
The third installation involved a
three panelled Flatglass unit fit into
a 'semi-circular' frame, similar to the
second rooflight the panels of the
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Making the most of daylight

“We were delighted with the rooflights
that Roofglaze designed and installed.
The rooflights sit over numerous internal
structural ‘trees’ and flood the internal
spaces with natural daylight.
The rooflights are elegant and well
designed and provide the desired effect,
for this new school building.

rooflight were linked using a
typical glazing bar connection.
The final rooflights installed into
Silsoe School included two 'semicircular’ shaped units, varying in
size. The larger of the two
rooflights was designed to fit a
builder's kerb with a span of
2168mm and a length of 3500mm,
and the smaller had a width of
1831mm and a length of 2985mm.
Both flatglass units consisted of
four shaped glass panels, linked
with typical glazing bars to
maintain a high level of
structural integrity. Similarly
each unit was also set to a 3o
pitch to help with water drainage
off the rooglight.
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Recently, there have been numerous
research studies into the positive
effects of teaching in a bright and
ventilated environment compared with
the effect it has on a child's ability to
learn. Essentially there is a positive
influence of the child’s ability to focus
and gather information within a well lit
environment.
Glazing specification:
Outer: 6mm Clear Toughened +
Sandblast Border
Inner: 13.5mm Heat Strengthened Clear
Laminated + Low E
Cavity: 18mm Argon Filled + Black
Warm Edge Spacer, Silicone Bonded.
Centre Pane U-value: 1.1w/m2K
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We would definitely recommend them for
future projects”
Leon M Delegate.
Director, DT Architects.

The project undertaken at Silsoe
School was complex from start to
finish due to the various rooflight
designs required. However, Roofglaze
completed the installation within the
required timeframe, thus helping to
keep the relocation of Silsoe on-track.

